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HEARES 01566 

Effects of myelin or cell body brainstem lesions on 3-channel Lissajous’ 
trajectories of feline auditory brainstem evoked potentials 

H. Pratt, M. Zaaroor, N. Bleich and A. Starr ’ 

Evoked Potentials Laboratory Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel and ’ Department of Neurology, 
University of California, Irvine, California, U.S.A. 

(Received 6 August 1990; accepted 12 December 1990) 

Auditory brainstem evoked potentials (ABEP) were recorded from 16 awake cats to obtain 3Channel Lissajous’ Trajectories 

(3CLTs) using three orthogonal differential electrode configurations (nasion - midline nuchal ridge, left - right mastoids, vertex - 

midline under the mandible). Potentials, evoked by monaural 80 dBnHL (re. human threshold) clicks, were studied before, and up to 

7 weeks after inducing neuronal lesions localized to the cochlear nucleus (CN) or the superior olivary complex (SOC), or myelin 

lesions local&d to the fibers of the trapezoid body connecting these two structures. Neuronai lesions were induced by injection of 

kainic acid (RA), while myelin lesions were induced by injection of L-alpha-~ysophosphatidylcholine (LPC). 

With CN neuronal lesions the major changes in 3CLT were in the time domain of ‘b’, ‘c’ and ‘d’ (components P2, P3 and P4 of 

single-channel ABEP). With SOC neuronal lesions the major changes were in ‘c’ and ‘d’ of 3CLT (P3 and P4 of ABEP). With 

trapezoid body lesions the major change was in ‘c’ (P3 of ABEP). 

The results are compatible with the peripheral generation of the first ABEP components (Pla and Plb). The second component 

(PZ) is generated by ipsilateral CN neurones and their outputs. The third component (P3) is generated primarily by ipsilateraf SOC 

neurones and their outputs, with the ipsilateral CN providing input. The fourth component (P4) is generated bilaterally by the SOC 

neurones and their outputs, receiving their inputs from ipsilateral CN. The fifth ABEP component (PS) is generated by structures 

central to the SOCs and their immediate outputs. 

Neither focal neuronal nor myelin lesions were sufficient to produce obliteration of any component, consistent with a set of 

generators for each of the ABEP components, consisting of both cell bodies and their output fibers, that is distributed spatially in the 

brainstem. 

Auditory brainstem evoked potentials; 3CLT, Myelin lesions; Neuronal lesions; Cochlear nucleus; Superior olivary complex; 

Trapezoid body 

Inception 

The generators of surface recorded auditory 
brainstem evoked potentials (ABEP) have been 
the subject of numerous studies (in humans: 
Msller et al., 1981, 1988; Hashimoto et al., 1981; 
Moller and Jannetta, 1982, 1985; Curio et al., 
1987; and in animals: Lev and Sohmer, 1972; 
Achor and Starr, 1980a; Caird et al., 1985; Legatt 

Correspondence fo: H. Pratt, Evoked Potentials Laboratory, 

Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa 32000, Israel. 

et al., 1986a,b; Kano and Starr, 1987; Moller and 
Burgess, 1986; Starr and Zaaroor, X990; Buchwald 
and Huang, 1975; Achor and Starr, 1980b; Wada 
and Starr, 1983a,b,c; Gardi et al., 1987; Zaaroor 
and Starr, in press a,b). All of the studies have 
correlated intracranial activity or the effects of 
brainstem lesions with the surface recorded ABEP, 
usually derived from a single pair of electrodes. 
Such correlations are complicated by the effects of 
surface electrode position on the latency and am- 
plitude of the components (Picton et al., 1974; 
Plantz et al., 1974; Allen and Starr, 1978; Prasher 
and Gibson, 1980; Starr and Squires, 1982; Wada 
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and Starr, 1983a,b). The three-channel Lissajous’ 
trajectory (3CLT) of evoked potentials (Williston 
et al., 1981; Pratt et al., 1983), affords a concise 
representation of the surface reflection of auditory 

brainstem activity, independent of electrode posi- 
tion relative to generators (Martin et al., 1987b). 
In 3CLT each data point represents the simulta- 
neous voltage values from three orthogonal elec- 
trode pairs, which can be considered isomorphic 
with the tip of a centrally located equivalent di- 
pole moment, that changes magnitude and orien- 
tation over time (Pratt et al., 1983; Scherg, 1984). 
3CLT may provide insights for understanding the 
generation of auditory brainstem evoked poten- 

tials (Pratt et al., 1987; Gardi et al., 1987). 
Two types of neural processes have been pro- 

posed as generating ABEP: 1) Fiber tract dis- 
charges (Jewett and Williston, 1971; Nunez, 1981; 

Starr and Squires, 1982; Wada and Starr, 1983~; 
Legatt et al., 1986b; Rude& 1987; Ozdarnar and 
Delgado, 1990) at changing impedance boundaries 
(Nakanishi, 1982; Kimura et al., 1984) or at points 
of curvature (Deupree and Jewett, 1988); 2) neural 
synaptic events (Buchwald, 1983). These sugges- 
tions have been based on indirect experimental 
evidence, or lesions which affect both fibers of 
passage and neurons (e.g., aspiration of brain 
structures, electrolytic lesions). 

In this study we examined the effects of specific 

lesions to myelin (Hall and Gregson, 1971; Greg- 
son and Hall, 1973; Hall, 1983) or cell bodies 
(Coyle et al., 1978) induced by injection of L-al- 
pha-lysophosphatidyl-choline (LPC) or kainic acid 
(KA), respectively, to the cochlear nucleus (CN) 
or superior olivary complex (SOC) of cats. In 
order to avoid the complications introduced by 
position of the recording electrodes, the effects of 

these lesions on 3CLTs, rather than single-channel 
records, of ABEP were analyzed. 

Methods 

Normative data were obtained from 16 adult 
cats (25~-3~ g); five of which were subse- 
quently injected with LPC to the left trapezoid 
body in the vicinity of SOC, five were injected 
with KA into the left CN, and five with KA into 
the left SOC. In addition to these unilateral le- 
sions, one cat was injected with KA to the SOC, 

ELECTRODE POSlTlON 

Fig. 1. Electrode positions’ and recording ~nfigurations for 

feline 3CLT analysis. The arrows point toward positive values 

in each axis. 

bilaterally. Prior to each recording session, cats 
were otoscopically examined to rule out conduc- 
tive hearing loss due to mites or ear infections. 

In order to avoid possible effects of anaesthesia 

and body temperature changes, potentials were 
recorded with the cat awake in a restraining bag. 
Subdermal needle electrodes were arranged in 3 
differential derivations (Fig. 1): over frontal sinus 
- back of the neck (labeled ’ X'), left-right mastoids 
(labeled ‘Y’) and vertex - mid-line under the 
mandible (labeled ‘Z’). The ‘x’ derivation was not 
precisely at right angles to the ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ chan- 
nels and the data were subsequently adjusted 
mathematically to correct for this discrepancy. A 

grounding screw was placed in the left frontal 
sinus with its head inverted through a small key 
hole. The interelectrode impedance was measured 
with a sine-wave impedance meter and verified to 
be 5 kQ or less. Potentials from each of the 3 
channels were differentially amplified ( X 100 000) 
at a band pass of 30-30OOHz (-3 dB points, 6 
dB/octave slopes). The amplified potentials were 
averaged (12 bit analog-to-digital converter) using 
512 addresses and a dwell time of 20 ps per point 
per channel. When cats were relaxed the amplified 
potentials spanned 50% of the analog-to-digital 
converter’s range. Sweeps that included potentials 
that approached the full range were not included 
in the average. 

Stimuli were clicks generated by transducing 
100 ps square electric pulses in Sony MDR-E225 
dynamic earphones positioned to be just outside 
the external auditory meatus. Clicks were pre- 
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sented to each ear in turn. Potentials following 
4000, 80 dB nHL (re. normal human threshold, 
115 dB impulse SPL), condensation clicks pre- 
sented at a rate of 10.6/s were averaged to pro- 
duce each trace. The averaged 3-channel data were 
magnetically stored for further analysis. 

Details of the surgical and lesion induction 

procedures were provided elsewhere (Zaaroor and 
Starr, 1991a,b). In brief, a microelectrode, both 
for recording potentials at its tip and for transmit- 
ting KA or LPC into the brainstem, was filled 

with a 1% solution of the appropriate substance 
(KA or LPC), and lowered into the structure to be 
lesioned. Position of the electrode tip, during 
surgery, was determined visually through the oper- 
ating microscope, as well as electrophysiologically. 
KA, or LPC, was injected over 30 min to attain a 
total volume of 0.5 ~1 for KA and up to 14 1.11 for 
LPC. Both acute and chronic effects of the lesions 
were studied by repeat ABEP recordings up to 45 
days after lesion induction. 

At the end of the experimental sessions the 
animal was deeply anesthetized with sodium 

pentobarbital (100 mg/kg) and perfused with nor- 
mal saline followed by 10% buffered formalin. 
Frozen sections of the brainstem, were cut and 
stained with crystal violet for cell bodies and with 
Kluver Barrera stain or Chromoxane Cyanine R 
with crystal violet for myelin. The extent of neuro- 
nal loss (in KA lesions), or myelin loss (with LPC 
lesions), was defined, with the aid of a camera 
lucida, by calculating the area of the lesion on 
both the injected and intact side of the brainstem. 
Up to three fields in each subdivision of the SOC 
or CN were examined, and these numbers were 
averaged across sections. The identity of the cat 
was known to the person performing the histology 
(M.Z.). However, 3CLT analysis was performed 
by another person (N.B.) without knowledge of 
the extent of lesion, using a machine-scoring al- 
gorithm which is free of experimenter’s bias. 

Details of the 3CLT analysis are provided in 
Appendix 1. In brief, following digital filtering 
(Finite Impulse Response filter, Urbach and Pratt, 
1986) to a bandpass of 100-3000 Hz and mathe- 
matical adjustment of the ‘X’ channel data to 
orthogonality with the ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ channels’ data, 
3CLTs were obtained and analyzed. Analysis re- 
lated to point-by-point (local) attributes of the 

trajectory, as well as segmental (global) attributes. 
Points where both the local rate of bending of the 
trajectory in voltage space and the distance from 
the origin (trajectory amplitude) were locally max- 
imal were defined as apices. Sequences of points 
along the trajectory whose root-mean-square dis- 
tance from a best-fitting plane was under 0.1 PV 

were defined as planar segments. Intersubject vari- 
ability of planar segment (or apex) orientation was 

calculated in terms of the average angles (‘in- 
cluded angles’) by which individual planar seg- 
ment (or apex) orientations deviated from the 
average orientation. 

Data analysis 
The 3CLT measures used in this study were 

apex latency, amplitude and orientation, as well as 
planar segment onset latency, duration and orien- 
tation. Amplitude of a component is proportional 
to the number of synchronously firing neural ele- 
ments in its generator. It is therefore reasonable to 
assume that decreasing the number of neural ele- 

ments (neurones or fibers) in a generator, by a 
lesion, would result in a proportional decrease in 
amplitude. Similarly, latency is expected to be 

prolonged by lesions as a result of either longer 
rise times in synaptic potentials resulting from 
decreasing number of presynaptic neurones or de- 
layed conduction along demyelinated fibers. This 
rationale is basic to the wide spread clinical utility 
of evoked potentials amplitudes and latencies. In 
this study, statistical evaluation included multiple 
regression analyses, where the dependent variable 
was the 3CLT descriptor studied (apex latency or 
amplitude, planar segment onset latency or dura- 
tion) and the independent variables - time since 
lesion induction and the extent of lesion in the 
right and left anterior ventral cochlear nucleus 
(AVCN), posterior ventral cochlear nucleus (PVC- 
N), dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN), medial nucleus 
of the trapezoid body (MNTB), lateral superior 
olivary nucleus (LSO) and medial superior olivary 

nucleus (MSO). 
Regressions that proved significant by ANOVA 

(P < 0.05 for slopes of 0), and which also included 
a significant time-since-lesion coefficient were 
considered indicative of effects of the lesioned 
structure (as opposed to acute, non-specific effects 
of surgery such as edema). Because time-since-le- 
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sion and the extents of lesions were independent and 7 days after lesion induction. Because multi- 
variables, the combined significance level achieved ple f-tests were performed (9 components X 4 
with this criterion was 0.0025, compensating for 3CLT measures), with the Bonferroni correction, 
the multiple regression analyses performed (9 only probabilities that were lower than 0.001 were 
components x 4 3CLT measures). In another anal- considered significant, and lower than 0.009, 
ysis, a paired t-test procedure was used to com- marginally significant. Pre- vs. post-lesion changes 
pare 3CLT measures (apex latency or amplitude, in apex or planar segment orientations were con- 
planar segment onset latency or duration) before sidered significant if larger than the 90% limits of 

GRAND A VERAGES (15 CA TSI 

Lf eaf 

X 

Y 

Z + 
3w L 

5.6 mS.c 

Rt ear 

Fig. 2. 3CLTs of ABEP, to left and to right ear stimulation, before lesion induction, averaged across 15 cats, with the ‘X’, ‘Y’ and ‘Z 
records from which they were derived. The 3CLT included 5 loops, which roughly corresponded in their latency to the ‘Z’ channel 

components 1 through 5. These loops were labeled ‘a’ through ‘e’, respectively. When more than one plane was identified in a loop, 
the planes were given numerical descriptors, in the order of their appearance (e.g. ‘cl , ’ ‘~2’ etc.). In order to enhance differentiation 

between successive planar segments, they are plotted in solid or dotted lines, altematingly. 
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the pre-lesion orientation variability, which being 
two tailed, corresponds to beyond the mean rt 2 
SD limits in normally distributed variables. 

Results 

The variability of single-channel records, as 
well as 3CLTs, across cats was remarkably small. 
Comparing waveforms or 3CLTs averaged across 
all cats, with those averaged across subsets of the 
cat population, or with data from individual cats 
showed very little differences (e.g., compare Fig. 2 
‘Rt ear’ with Figs. 3, 5 and 7 ‘contralateral’ or 
with Fig. 6 ‘pre-lesion’). We have therefore chosen 
to demonstrate waveforms and 3CLTs as averages 
across animals, and to provide the variability of 
measures in the Tables. Two instances of individ- 
ual cat data are included to demonstrate the ef- 
fects of the largest lesions. 

Pre-lesion 

The ABEP of the cat consists of 5 major peaks 
- labelled ‘1’ to ‘5, best seen in the ‘2’ channel 

TABLE I 

NORMATIVE APEX MEASURES OF FELINE 3CLT COMPONENTS 

records. Peak ‘1’ can be subdivided into two sub- 
peaks ‘la’ and ‘lb’. The 3CLT of ABEP averaged 
across all cats (N = 15) is presented in Fig. 2, with 
the ‘X’, ‘Y’ and ‘2’ records. The 3CLT included 5 
loops (‘a’ to ‘e’), which corresponded in their time 
domains to the 5 peaks in the ‘2’ channel. When 
more than one plane was identified in a loop, the 
planes were given numerical descriptors, in the 
order of their appearance (e.g. ‘cl’, ‘~2’ etc.). The 
normative, pre-lesion, 3CLT measures analyzed in 
this study are listed in Table I for apex attributes 
and in Table II for planar segment attributes. The 
peaks, as defined in the ‘Z’ channel, are placed 
below the respective 3CLT components. Average 
orientation variabilities (AOVa or AOVp) are pro- 
vided to complement limits of orientation variabil- 
ity (LOVa and AOVp) as indicators of orientation 
variabilities, but were not used in the statistical 
evaluation. Note that the normal orientation vari- 
ability (LOVa in Table I) changes between apices 
from 18” (average lSO) for ‘cl’ to 91” (average 
52*) for the ‘a3’ apex. The planes (LOVp in Table 
II) consistently display larger variabilities ranging 

3CLT al a2 a3 bl b2 Cl c2 d 
Z Correlates la lb 2 3 4 

both ears 
LATa 0.7+0.1 1.1 Ito. 1.4+0.1 1.7+0.1 2.0_10.1 2.4 +O.l 2.7kO.l 3.2 f0.2 4.01to.3 
AMPa 4.2 f 2.3 8.2 f 3.2 7.7 * 3.5 9.4 + 2.4 3.9* 2.2 l&0+7.6 8.7k3.7 19.0 f 5.7 7.7 * 2.3 

AOVa 30 35 52 31 73 15 58 12 50 
LOVa 47 51 91 61 77 18 47 21 81 

right ear 
Aa 0.31 - 0.67 0.71 0.48 -0.44 - 0.07 0.24 -0.14 - 0.70 

Ba 0.39 0.26 -0.50 0.73 - 0.87 - 0.03 -0.39 -0.02 0.05 

Ca - 0.87 - 0.69 -0.51 0.49 - 0.22 1.00 - 0.89 0.99 0.71 
feft ear 

Aa 0.15 - 0.85 0.68 0.15 -0.16 0.08 0.14 - 0.08 - 0.69 
Ba 0.00 - 0.52 0.40 -0.61 0.50 - 0.07 0.40 0.01 0.09 
Ca -0.99 - 0.03 - 0.62 0.77 0.85 0.99 -0.91 1.00 0.72 

Orientation coefficients are listed separately for responses to left and right ear stimulation. Standard deviations are preceded by f . 
Peaks in the ‘Z’ channel are placed under the 3CLT components corresponding in latency. The method of obtaining these measures is 
outlined in the Appendix. 

LATa - apex onset latency (in ms); AMPa - apex amplitude (in civ); AOVa - average intersubject orientation variability (degrees of 
included angle); LOVa - 90% limit of apex orientation variability (degrees of included angle); Aa, Ba and Ca - cosines with analysis 
axes ‘x’, ‘Y’ and ‘Z’, respectively. 
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TABLE II 

NORMATIVE PLANAR MEASURES OF FELINE 3CLT COMPONENTS 

3CLT al a2 a3 bl b2 Cl c2 d e 

Z Correlates la lb 2 3 4 5 

both ears 

LATp 0.4kO.3 0.9+0.1 1.3kO.l lSzt_O.l 1.8rtO.l 2.2 + 0.1 2.5 + 0.2 2.9i 0.2 3.6kO.3 

DURp 0.4 i 0.2 0.3 * 0.1 0.3 t 0.1 0.3rtO.l 0.3 + 0.1 0.5 +0.1 0.4 + 0.2 0.6 + 0.3 0.8 f 0.3 

AOVp 77 42 44 73 76 38 54 60 57 

LOVp 79 80 82 80 78 50 74 73 79 

right ear 

AP 0.23 - 0.86 0.75 -0.16 ~ 0.81 0.61 0.66 0.14 - 0.99 

BP 0.37 - 0.05 -0.57 0.33 -0.54 - 0.69 -0.64 - 0.96 - 0.01 

CP - 0.74 0.51 0.34 - 0.93 0.23 0.40 0.39 0.26 0.14 

DP 0.82 1.0 0.80 0.86 0.28 2.60 1.11 0.78 1.37 

left ear 

AP 0.27 - 0.82 0.96 -0.35 -0.87 0.56 0.10 -0.38 - 1.00 

BP 0.54 -0.10 0.15 -0.57 0.28 0.68 0.92 ~ 0.09 0.04 

CP -0.80 0.56 0.24 - 0.75 0.40 0.47 0.38 0.39 0.06 

DP 0.17 1.20 1.57 1.51 0.48 1.58 0.57 0.55 1.29 

Orientation coefficients are listed separately for responses to left and right ear stimulation. Standard deviations are preceded by 2. 

Peaks in the ‘Z’ channel are placed under the 3CLT components corresponding in latency. The method of obtaining these measures is 

outlined in the Appendix. 

LATp - planar onset latency (in ms); DURp - planar duration (in ms); AOVp - average mtersubject orientation variability (degrees 

of included angle); LOVp - 90% limit of planar orientation variability (degrees of included angle): Ap, Bp and Cp - cosines with 

analysis axes ‘X’, ‘Y’ and ‘Z’. respectively; Dp - plane position (length of sight-vector. in PV). 

from 50’ (average 38’) for ‘cl’ to 82” (average 
44”) for ‘a3’. Deviations beyond these (LOV) val- 
ues will be considered significant. 

Neuronal lesions 

The effects of neuronal destruction of the left 
CN on 3CLTs averaged across cats are shown in 
Fig. 3. There were marked changes when stimula- 
tion was ipsilateral to the lesioned side consisting 
of the absence of loop ‘b’, a change in shape of ‘c’, 
while the other components, ‘d’ and ‘e’, were 
preserved. Apex latencies were practically identi- 
cal bilaterally. In the ‘2’ record to ipsilateral 
stimulation, peaks la, lb, 4 and 5 are essentially 
unaffected while the interposed peaks 2 and 3 are 
markedly attenuated. The data from the cat with a 
near total destruction of the left CN (cat 21) is 
presented in Fig. 4. 3CLT following the lesion 
showed substantial prolongation of apex latencies 
beginning with ‘b’, marked attenuation and orien- 
tation changes of ‘ b’ and ‘c’, and relative preserva- 
tion of ‘a’ and ‘d’. 

The effect of neuronal lesions to the left super- 
ior olive on 3CLT to contralateral and ipsilateral 

stimulation, averaged across cats, is shown in Fig. 
5. There is a decrease in apex amplitudes of ‘d 
relative to ‘c’, with ipsilateral stimulation com- 
pared to contralateral stimulation. This effect is 
parallelled by the relative ampiitude changes in 
peaks 3 and 4 of the respective “Z’ channel re- 
cords. Apex latencies were not affected by these 
lesions. 

In one cat (cat 20), the neurones of the superior 
olivary complex were bilaterally destroyed. This 
lesion resulted in changes (Fig. 6) in apex orienta- 
tion of ‘a’ and ‘b’, and apex amplitude reductions 
of ‘c’ and ‘d’, corresponding to the attenuation of 
peaks 3 and 4 in the ‘Z’ channel record. 

Myelin lesirrns 
3CLTs to stimulation of the ear ipsi- and con- 

tralateral to myelin lesion of the trapezoid body in 
the vicinity of the left superior olive revealed only 
a minor orientational change of ‘c’ to ipsilateral 
stimulation without a corresponding change in the 
‘Z’ channel record (Fig. 7). Apex latencies were 
not affected. 
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Fig. 3. 3CLTs of ABEP to stimulation of ipsi- and contralateral ear following neuronal destruction in the CN, averaged across 5 cats. 

Note the marked changes when stimulation was ipsilateral to the lesioned side. In the 3CLT to ipsilateral stimulation, note the 

disappearance. of ‘b’, the shape change in ‘c’ and the relative preservation of the other components. Apex latencies (AP.LAT) were 

the same for both records. 

Data from all three types of lesions were The effects of the extent of lesions on the 
analyzed for significant apex orientation changes, apices and planes were evaluated by multiple re- 
expressed as the ratio between cats with a signifi- gression analysis. Table V summarizes the signifi- 
cant (beyond the 90% pre-lesion variability) change cant effects and their directions (increase or de- 
and the total number of cats with that type of crease). In general, with the exception of one 
lesion (Table III). The apex orientations of ‘a2’, planar measure (LATp), only apical measures 
‘bl’ and ‘cl’ were affected by the lesions in the (noted by ‘a’) were sensitive to lesions. Significant 
majority of the cats. No correlation between ex- effects of lesions resulted in latency increases (with 
tent of lesion at the various subdivisions of each only one exception), while effects on amplitudes 
structure (Table IV) and the amount of orienta- varied, depending on the lesioned structure: 
tional changes could be established. No significant MNTB lesions resulted in apex amplitude de- 
changes in planar segment orientations were ob- crease, while MS0 and LSO lesions resulted in 
served following lesions. apex amplitude increases. 
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c(3) - 2.59 

d(4) - 3.46 

e(5) - 4.56 

Fig. 4. 3CLTs in response to left ear stimulation from a cat with a near total neuronal destruction in the left CN, before and after 

lesion induction. There are changes in apex latencies (AP.LAT.) and the components following ‘a’. 

There were significant post- vs. pre-lesion dif- tralateral lesions in producing changes. In contrast 
ferences in 3CLT apex measures (Table VI). Ipsi- to the numerous effects on apical measures listed 
lateral lesions were more effective than con- in Table VI, only the onset latency of planar 

TABLE III 

INCIDENCE OF SIGNIFICANT APEX ORIENTATION CHANGES FOLLOWING BRAINSTEM LESIONS 

3CLT al a2 a3 bl b2 cl c2 d e 

Z Correlates la lb 2 3 4 5 

Kainic Acid 

CN I/5 

sot I/5 

Lyso. Phosph. Chol. 

sot o/5 

3/5 O/5 3/5 I/5 4/5 215 B/5 B/5 

o/5 o/5 3/5 I/5 3/5 215 I/5 I/5 

3/5 I/5 215 215 2/5 I/5 o/5 l/5 

Incidence is given as the number of cats with significant orientational change out of the total number of cats with this type of lesion. 

Peaks in the ‘Z’ channel are placed under the 3CLT components corresponding in latency. 

CN - lesion to cochlear nucleus; SOC - lesion to superior olivary complex. 
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Fig. 5. 3CLTs of ABEP to stimulation of ipsi- and contralateral ear following neuronal destruction in the SW, averaged across 5 

cats. There is some decrease in the relative amplitude of ‘d’ relative to ‘c’ in response to ipsilateral stimulation, also evident in the ‘2’ 

channel record. Apex latencies (AP.LAT.) were the same for both records. 

segment ‘d’ was significantly delayed following 
neuronal lesions to CN or SOC, and onset latency 
and duration of planar segment ‘e’ increased as a 
result of myelin lesions to SOC. 

Discussion 

The results of this study of 3CLT of the cat 
auditory brainstem evoked potentials showed that 
all apex measures of many components were sen- 
sitive to both neuronal and myelin lesions. There 

were orientational changes, latency increases, and 
amplitude changes which varied, depending on the 
lesioned structure. In contrast, only the onset 
latency of planar segment ‘d’ and the onset latency 
and duration of planar segment ‘e’ changed sig- 
nificantly following lesions. The difference in 
sensitivity to brainstem lesions between apical and 
planar measures suggests that apex measures are 
more directly related to the functional integrity of 
ABEP generators. The finding that myelin lesions 
of trapezoid body affected only planar attributes 
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may be related to the suggestion that planar seg- 
ments are generated by curving fiber tracts (Pratt 
et al., 1987; Chimento et al., 1987). * 

We suggest that lesions of the auditory brain- 

stem pathway affect 3CLT measures in the follow- 
ing manner: Amplitude changes (increase or de- 

crease) reflect a change (i.e. increase or decrease) 
in synchronized activity of the neural elements 
responsible for the affected component. Changes 
in orientation, without amplitude effects, reflect 

alterations in a subset of the neural elements 
responsible for the affected component. Latency 

prolongation reflects alterations peripheral to the 
generator of the affected component. 

With CN lesions, the earliest changes in 3CLT 
included orientation change of ‘a2’ (3 out of 5 
animals) and latency increase of ‘a3’ that corre- 
lated with the extent of lesions of both the PVCN 
and the LSO. Components ‘a2’ and ‘a3’ are equiv- 

* There are several methodological differences between the 

present study and that of Martin et al. (1987a) which could 

account for minor differences in normative results. The 

present machine-scoring procedure, using strict rules for 

apex and plane definition, defined 9 apices and associated 

planes, as compared to 12 in the manually defined compo- 

nents of Martin et al. (1987a). In order to compare homolo- 

gous components between the two studies, differences in 

methodofogy need to be outlined. In the present study 

condensation clicks presented directly to the ear canal at 115 

dB impulse SPL were used, compared to rarefaction clicks. 

presented through an earbar at 70 dB impulse SPL. Another 

source of difference between studies may be the recording 

highpass. Martin et al. used analog filters with a high-pass of 

10 Hz whereas in our study the waveforms were digitally 

filtered with a high-pass of 100 Hz. This difference would 

particulariy affect the later components, which temporally 

overlap the slow ‘pedestal’. Comparing stimulus waveforms 

and timing, taking the intensity differences into account and 

accounting for possible effects of recording passbands on the 

later components, the latencies in the present study can be 

expected to be shorter by 0.2-0.5 ms compared to Martin et 

al.‘s results. Thus, the present ‘al’ component has no corre- 

sponding component in Martin et al.‘s report, while their 

components ‘cl’, ‘~2’. ‘dl’ and ‘d4’ have no corresponding 

components in the present study. Otherwise, this study’s 

components ‘a2’, ‘a3’, ‘bl’, ’ bZ’, ‘cl’, ‘c2’, ‘d’ and ‘e’ corre- 

spond to Martin et al.‘s components ‘al’, ‘a2’. ’ bl’, ‘ b2’, 

‘c3’, ‘~4, ‘d2’ and ‘d3’. This interpretation is supported by 

the larger orientation variabilities of segments ‘cl’, ‘~2’. ‘dl’ 

and ‘d4’ (which have no counterparts in our study), relative 

to the other segments of that study (which did correspond to 
our segments). 

alent to peaks la and lb in the ‘Z’ channel and 
reflect activity of the VIII nerve (Starr and 
Zaaroor, 1990). Changes in their 3CLT measures 
may result from chronic central auditory pathway 
lesions affecting the excitability of the VIII nerve. 
Such an effect could result from changes either in 

efferent activity to the cochlea that originates in 
the SOC, or changes in the excitability of VIII 
nerve fibers due to a loss of their terminal sites in 
CN (Von Monakow, 1914). 

Component ‘bl’, corresponding to P2 in the ‘2; 
channel ABEP, to ipsilateral stimulation had a 
change in apical orientation (3 of 5 cats with both 

CN and SOC neuronal lesions) and an amplitude 
reduction and latency increase with CN neuronal 
lesions. These results are compatible with CN 
neurones and their outputs as the major contribu- 
tors to ‘b’. The orientation changes of bl with 
SOC neuronal lesions indicate that this structure 
also participates to a minor degree in the genera- 
tion of this component. 

Component ‘cl’, corresponding to P3 of the “2;’ 
channel ABEP, to stimulation of the ipsilateral 
ear, had changes in orientation with CN (4 of 5 
cats) and SOC (3 of 5 cats) neuronal lesions. 

Compared to pre-lesion records, its amplitude de- 
creased and latency increased with CN lesions 
whereas with SOC lesions these measures were not 
affected (Table VI). The lack of change of ampli- 
tude with SOC lesions can probably be attributed 
to the finding that the amplitude of ‘cl’ changed 
in opposite directions depending on the specific 
subnucleus of the SOC affected. Thus, ‘cl’ ampli- 
tude increased with the extent of the lesion of 
LSO and decreased with the extent of the lesion of 
MNTB (Table V). These results indicate that the 
ipsilateral MNTB and the LSO interact as the 
major contributors to this component and that 
ipsilateral CN provides their input. 

Component ‘d’, corresponding to P4 of the “Z’ 
channel ABEP, showed an amplitude decrease with 
ipsilateral SOC neuronal lesions and both an am- 
plitude decrease and a latency increase to ipsi- 
lateral CN neuronal lesions (Table VI). ‘d’ ampli- 
tude increased with the extent of lesion of both 
ipsilateral and contralateral MSO, of ipsilateral 
LSO, and decreased with the extent of lesion of 
the ipsi- and contralateral MNTB (Table V). The 
effects of CN lesions on ‘d’ were the same as on 
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BILA TERAL SOC LESION (Kahic Acid1 

~~dE~~L clicks 

d 

AP.LAT. 

(msec) 

a(la)- 1.09 

(lb)- 1.35 

b(2) - 1.65 

c(3) - 2.40 

d(4) - 3.20 

e(5) - 4.15 

X 

Y 

2 

c d 

3w L lnwc 
Fig. 6. 3CLTs in response to right ear stimulation from a cat with a bilateral neuronal destruction in the SOCs, before and after 

lesion induction. There are changes in apex orientation of ‘a’ and ‘b’, and amplitude reductions of ‘c’ and ‘d’. Apex latencies 

(AP.LAT.) were the same for both records. 

the preceding component ‘cl’. These results are 
compatible with all subunits of SOC, bilaterally, 
contributing to the generation of ‘d’, with ipsi- 
lateral CN providing inputs to both SOCs. 

Component ‘e’, corresponding to P5 of the ‘2’ 
channel ABEP, was not affected by any of the 
neuronal lesions. The onset latency of it’s planar 
segment was paradoxically decreased with the ex- 
tent of myelin lesions in the vicinity of the ipsi- 
lateral MNTB and increased with myelin lesions 
in the vicinity of the MS0 (Table v). The genera- 
tors for this component are probably central to 
the trapezoid body and receive a diversity of in- 
puts that travel in this fiber bundle. 

The results of this study complement those of 
companion studies (Zaaroor and Starr, in press a, 
b) which analyzed a single-channel record (vertex 
- frontal sinus) from these same cats with neuro- 
nal lesions. Disagreements between the single- 
channel studies and the present study are few and 
revolve around the finding of a di~nished ampli- 
tude in the single-channel record without an am- 
plitude change in 3CLT. This discrepancy could 
result from changes in the equivalent dipole mo- 
ment’s orientation relative to the recording elec- 
trodes, and not necessarily from a reduction in 
total activity in the generator. For instance, neuro- 
nal lesions in the CN were associated with a 
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GRAND AVERAGES (5 CATS) 
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lmaec 
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APLAT. 
(msec) 

a(la)- 1.01 

(lb)- 1.20 

b(2) - 1.50 

c(3) - 2.35 

d(4) - 3.06 

e(5) - 4.06 
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Y 

Z 

Contralatefal 
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Fig. 7. 3CLTs to stimulation of the ear ipsi- and contralateral to restricted demyelination in the left trapezbid body, averaged across 5 

cats. Only a minor orientational change of ‘c’ to ipsilateral stimulation is visible. Apex latencies (AP.LAT.) were the same for both 

records. 

decrease in Pla amplitude in single-channel re- 
cords (Zaaroor and Starr, in press b) while the 
present study only found an orientational change 
in ‘a2’ without amplitude reduction. The 3CLT 
results in the present study implicated MS0 in the 
generation of ‘d’, both to ipsi and to contralateral 
stimulation, while the single-channel results did 
not. This difference may be a consequence of the 
different statistics used in the two studies. The 
single-channel study used linear regression analy- 
sis in which the extent of lesion to each nucleus 
was separately correlated with its effect on ABEP, 
while the present study used multiple regression 

analysis studying the effects of lesions to all struc- 
tures in the same regression. In addition, the dif- 
ferences between studies may result from the 
sensitivity of 3CLT to the activity of generators 
with different orientations. 

The unexpected findings of amplitude decre- 
ments and latency increases of P2, P3 and P4 in 
single-channel records to stimulation of the ear 
contralateral to a neuronal CN lesion were not all 
confirmed in the present study. 3CLT to con- 
tralateral stimulation showed only ‘~2’ to be de- 
layed and ‘d’ to be reduced in amplitude. Such 
discrepancies between 3CLT and single-channel 
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TABLE IV 

EXTENT OF LESIONS, IN PERCENT, IN EACH CAT 

AVCN 

Kainic Acid Unilateral 
Cat 5 

Cat 8 

Cat 17 

Cat 23 

Cat 26 

Cat 21 60 

Cat 24 31 

Cat 25 69 

Cat 28 91 

Cat 30 12 

Kainic Acid Bilateral 
Cat 20 

Lyso. Phosph. Chol. Ipsilateral 
Cat 10 

Cat 12 

Cat 13 

Cat 18 

Cat 31 

PVCN 

100 

74 

? 

14 

51 

DCN MNTB LSO MS0 

75 16 86 

15 95 75 

26 40 26 

0 85 0 

10 0 45 

loo 

24 

? 

19 

35 

64/82 100/100 99/100 

45 

100 46 

26 47 

10 70 

4 47 

In bilateral lesions, right/left extents are listed. LPC lesions to the trapezoid body are listed under the SOC nucleus injected. ? 

denotes missing data due to technical difficulties. 

AVCN - anterior ventral cochlear nucleus; PVCN - posterior ventral cochlear nucleus; DCN - dorsal cochlear nucleus; MNTB - 

medial nucleus of the trapezoid body; LSO - lateral superior olivary nucleus; MS0 - medial superior olivary nucleus. 

TABLE V 

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS OF LESIONS 

IN FELINE BRAINSTEM ON 3CLT COMPONENTS, AS 

REVEALED BY MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

AVCN PVCN DCN MNTB LSO MS0 

Kainic Acid Ipsilateral 

a3 LATa + + 

d LATa + 

cl AMPa _ + 

d AMPa _ + + 

Kainic Acid Contralateral 

c2 LATa + 

d AMPa - + 

Lyso. Phosph. Chol. Ipsilateral 

c2 AMPa - 

e LATp _ + 

Significant increases are marked by + , decreases by - , while 

nonsignificance is indicated by an empty cell. 

AVCN - anterior ventral cochlear nucleus; PVCN - posterior 
ventral cochclear nucleus; DCN - dorsal cochlear nucleus; 

MNTB - medial nucleus of the trapezoid body; LSO - lateral 

superior olivary nucleus; MS0 - medial superior olivary 

nucleus; AMPa - apex amplitude; LATa - apex amplitude; 

LATp - plane onset latency. 

analyses of ABEP following brainstem lesions have 
also been noted with midsaggital sections of the 
brainstem (Gardi et al., 1987). 

The limited effects of myelin lesions on 3CLT 
components probably reflect the restricted spatial 
extent of the demyelination (Table IV) to the zone 
around the injected sites. The lesion never in- 
volved a significant portion of the fibers in the 
trapezoid body. In contrast, the neuronal lesions 
to CN and SOC were quite extensive in some 
animals. The failure to obliterate any of the com- 
ponents with neuronal lesions may reflect the bias 
of averaging the data together from all of the 
animals. Alternatively the generators of these 
components are complex, involving both neurones 
and fibers distributed spatially in the brainstem. 
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TABLE VI 

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS OF LESIONS 

IN FELINE BRAINSTEM ON 3CLT APICES, AS RE- 

VEALED BY PAIRED T-TEST OF DIFFERENCES 

3CLT al a2 a3 bl b2 cl c2 d e 

Z Correlates Ia lb 2 3 4 5 

Kainic Acid Ipsilateral 

CN AMP _ _ 

LAT + + + + 

SOC AMP _ 

Kainic Acid Contralateral 

SOC AMP _ 

Lyso. Phosph. Chol. Ipsilateral 

SOC AMP 

Significant (P < 0.001) decreases are marked by - -, margi- 

nally significant (P < 0.009) increases by + , and decreases by 

- . while nonsignificance is indicated by an empty cell. Peaks 

in the ‘Z’ channel are placed under the 3CLT components 

corresponding in latency. 

CN - lesion to cochlear nucleus; SOC - lesion to the superior 

olivary complex; AMP - apex amplitude; LAT - apex latency. 

This work was supported in part by NIH Grant 
No. 11876. 

Appendix 1 3CLT Analysis 

Off-line analysis started with digital filtering of 
the evoked potentials to a bandpass of lOO_ 
3000H2, followed by calculation of 3CLT mea- 
sures from the ‘X’, ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ channels. 3CLT 

analysis was conducted by machine scoring al- 
gorithms as follows: To obtain orthogonality of 
the data, ‘X’ channel data were mathematically 
decomposed to their components in the Z direc- 
tion and in the direction orthogonal to the Z/Y 
plane (which is the correct ‘X’ axis). This latter 
component was called ‘corrected X’ and replaced 
the original ‘X’ in all subsequent analyses. From 
the ‘X’ (corrected), ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ data, 3CLTs were 
obtained. Analysis of 3CLT included point-by- 
point (local) attributes, as well as segmental 
(global) properties of the trajectory in voltage 
space. Further details of our methodology were 
included in earlier reports (Har’El and Pratt, 1984; 
Pratt et al., 1985). 

Points where Curvature, i.e., the local rate of 
bending of the trajectory in voltage space, reached 

locally (+ 3 data points) maximal values were 
defined. The point-by-point amplitude attributes 
of the trajectory in voltage space were defined as 
the distance (in pV> of each point along the trajec- 
tory from the origin (zero potential in all chan- 

nels) and was termed Trajectory Amplitude. Local 
Trajectory Amplitude maxima were noted, and 
when such a peak coincided (within 3 data points) 
with a Curvature maximum, the point of coinci- 
dence was called an apex. An apex was thus a 
point along the trajectory where bending, as well 
as the maximal absolute potential in any direction, 
were both maximal. Points with maxima in either 
Trajectory Amplitude or Curvature that were not 
coincident were not analyzed further. Apices were 
labeled alphabetically in the order of their ap- 
pearance. 

Once apices were defined, the extent of planar- 
ity near each apex was verified. We attempted to 
fit a plane to the data points in increasing ranges 
around each apex. In increasing the range around 

an apex, one point was added to the plane on one 
side, then to the other, and the point that added 
the least deviation from the new best fit plane was 
selected to be added. Fitting was conducted using 
a least-squares method, and the planar segement’s 
boundaries were defined when the root-mean- 
square voltage (distance in voltage space) relative 
to the plane (Pratt et al., 1985) reached 0.1 pV. 
This criterion was chosen so that average devia- 
tions from the plane were within 5% of an average 
planar segment’s dimensions (length or width). 
The results using this algorithm agree very well 
with manual definition of planar segments, based 
on visual inspection of deviations from the plane, 
as conducted in our, as well as other laboratories. 
The orientation of a planar segment is described 
by the ‘sight vector’, which is the line that is both 
orthogonal to the best-fit plane and passes through 
the origin. Planar segments can be described in 
terms of their orientation (A, B and C, which are 
the cosines of the angles of the ‘sight vector’ with 
the ‘X’, ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ analysis axes, respectively), 
position (D, the ‘sight vector’ length, i.e., the 
plane’s distance from origin), the latencies of the 
planar segments’ onset and end points, and their 
duration. 

Because of the non-linear nature of the cosines 
used to define planar segment orientation, the 
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average orientation of planar segments, across 
subjects, cannot be calculated by averaging the 
individual cosines. In order to calculate the aver- 
age orientation of planar segments, the coordi- 
nates of the ‘sight vector’ intersection with each 
best-fit plane were determined for each subject. 
The ‘X’, ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ coordinates, as well as the 
‘sight vector’ length (D), which are all linear, were 
each averaged across subjects. The average orien- 
tation of the ‘sight vector’ was calculated by divid- 
ing the average ‘ x’, ‘ Y’ and ‘ Z’ coordinates of 

‘sight vector’ intersection with the plane, by the 
average length (D) of the ‘sight vector’. These 
divisions produced the ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ values, 
respectively, of the average orientation of each 

planar segment. Intersubject variability of planar 
segment o~entation was calculated in terms of 
angles (‘included angles’) by which individual 
planar segments deviated from the group average 
orientation. For each planar segment, a cone in 
voltage space within which 90% of individual pre- 
lesion orientations fell was determined, and was 
defined as the limit of normal orientation variabil- 
ity. Apex orientations were similarly analyzed, 
based on the apex’s ‘x’, ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ coordinates 
and the trajectory amplitude of the apex (distance 
from origin at the apex). 
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